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Education our Challenge;
Excellence our Goal.
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Remarkable Mischakoff June Graduation For 575-600 Is Set;
Soloist With Symphony Cotillion Will Be 'Elegant, Enjoyable'
Mischa Mischakoff, worldrenowned concert violinist,
will be soloist with the University Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of Professor Seymour I.. Benstock
at 8:15 p.m.. on Sunday, May 15.
in the ballroom. Mr. Mischakoff

By Don Hew

Cory Crowned May Queen Friday;
Alpha Chi Omega Dominates Court
Queen I.inda Cory and her court
reigned over the Golden Anniversary Year Spring Week End activities Friday and Saturday. Miss
Cory. Alpha Xi Delta, and her
court of Alpha Chi Omegas. Jan
Sehesky, Pat Rufo. Clnya Scott.
and Myi-H Jo I'rcchtel, were announced M winners, at the coronation ceremonial on Friday even-

9 Students Receive
UAO Recognition
At Awards Banquet

Pictures On Page 5
ing in the hdlinnm of the Union.
A jam-parked audience watched
President Ralph W. McDonald
open the Spring Week End activities with the crowning of the
queen.
MUchakofl
will be heard performing the
"Poeme," by Chausson and "Gypsy Airs," by Sarasate.
One of the distinguish!'.I violinists of our day. Mr. Mischakoff
was concertmaster of the famed
NBC Symphony Orchestra for 15
years under Arturo Toscanini and
was referred to as "Toscanini's
third hand." When Holiday magazine pondered on the makeup of
a "dream orchestra," the choice
for concertmaster was unanimous
ly Mr. Mischakoff. For RCA's alhum, "The Heart of the Violin
Concerto," there was but one man
who understood the goal perfectly,
both from the standpoint of the
solo violin and the orchestral point
of view—Mr. Mischakoff.
He has had a long and distinguished CBTeer as ronrertmaster
of the New York Symphony. When
the Detroit Symphony was reor
canized, the logical choice for
concertmaster was Mr. Mischakoff.
He has the largest single collection of Stradivarius violins in
the world among professional musicians, possessing three of these
instruments as well as an invaluable Guaneriua.
The concert is the last of the
University's Golden Anniversary
Series. Admission is free to the
public.

University Chorus
To Sing 'Messiah'
The University Chorus, under
the baton of ("ardon V. Burnham,
director of choral activities, will
present two sections of Handel's
"Messiah" at 8:18 p.m. Thursday
in the ballroom.
The second semester choral
group is a refinement of the group
that presented 'Elijah' last semester," aaid Professor Burnham.
"Since the size of the group has
been cut, we chose a work suitable
for a group of 130 to 140 members."
The second and third Meltons ol
ih. "Messiah" will be presented
by the group.
"Most everyone has heard part
1 of the 'Messiah' during the
Christmas season, but parts 2 and
3 are not as familiar to the public,"
said Professor Burnham.
"The 'Messiah' is not a Christmas work and was not written as
a church service, as many people
think. It is a historical oratorio
based on the birth, life, death,
and aftermath of Christ," he added.
The "Messiah" was completed
during the 24 days between Aug.
22 and Sept. 14, 1741. After a
rehearsal in April, 1742, it was
performed for the first time at a
charity concert in Dublin It was
not until a year later that it was
heard in London. Since that time,
it probably has been performed
more than any masterwork in the
history of music.
Students wilt perform the solo
,oW« for the concert. Blchard Dean,
Bonnie Keore. Mark D— welter.
CM Wilson, loan Gilbert and lane
Shaver will lead the vocal solos.
Two pianos, two small D trumpets, and timpani will be featured
on the larger festive choruses. Accompanying on these instruments
will be James Musolf and James
Magaig on piano, Carole Sutton
and Gordon Boyd, trumpet; and
Martha McNutt on timpani.

After all night preparations on
the floats, they were unveiled on
Saturday morning when one-l>yone the* pulled into the parking
area in back of the Stadium. The
Chi Omega-Phi Delta Thetn float,
pulled by an honest-to-goodness
elephant, proved to be a real attention getter.
The procession of 12 float-s paraded through Bowling Green and
into the Stadium, where the judges
chose the winners. Judging was on
expression of theme, construction,
artistry, and promptness in meeting assembly deadlines.
The winning float was the Gamma Phi Beta—Alpha Tau Omega
creation. The ATOs retired the
trophy with their third straight
win. Second place went to the Chi
O-Phi Dclt float. There was a tie

GREETS GUEST—Two coeds tug the ear ol the Indiana 'quest' who arrived
here Saturday morning to pull the float lor the Chi Omegas and Phi Delta Thetas
in the Spring Week End parade. A story on how the elephant was procured and
a complete pictorial review of Spring Week End appear on pages 4 and 5.
for third place between Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Phi-Alpha
Xi Delta, and Pi Kappa AlphaDelta Gamma.
There was one serious casualty
during the week end. On Saturday
morning Don Smith, a senior from
Euclid und a member of SAE, suffered multiple fractures of the
right leg when he fell off a float
traveling north on Route 25. Smith

Wanted—1 Star Simian

For Inherit The Wind'
Anyone have a monkey? Dr.
Donald C. Kleckner, who is directing "Inherit the Wind," could use
one. The simian is needed to play
a prominent role in the production,
which will IK1 presented at 8:15
p.m. Thursday through Saturday
nights.
The role of the monkey has
caused considerable trouble, since
it is somewhat difficult to find a
substitute for one. The "individual" originally scheduled to play
the role, who is the property of
Grace Henderson, graduate assistant in speech, proved reluctant to
assume the mantle of stardom.
Dr. Donald Kleckner sent out an
appeal for help via local newspapers and radio stations and, at
press time, the search seemed to
be coming to en end. Dr. Kleckner
had received replies to his appeal
from persons with monkeys in
Clyde, Toledo. Fostoria, and other
cities. No selection had been made.
Tickets for "Inherit the Wind"
are on sale in the business office,
at $1.26 for adults, 80 cents for
children, and 5 cents for University
students with ID cards. All seats
are reserved.

was taken to the Wood County
Hospital, and has been transferred
to a hospital in Euclid.
The Spring Week End activities
concluded with the University Anniversary Prom, featuring I.ouis
Armstrong and his all-star band
The ballroom wits packed and, according to students. "Satchmo"
provided a fitting climax to Spring

Week End.

I
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The African Situation
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• Bike Race Queen Named

3 New Members
Selected To Serve
On Student Court
Dale Ford, Diane Winter, Tod
Butler. Helen Moles, and Mark
Winchester have been selected by
the Student Council to serve on
the Student Court for the next
aendemic year.
Two of the present members of
the Court, Ford and Diane Winter,
were reappointed. Ford is a rising
senior in the College of Liberal
Arts and is majoring in American
studies. Ford is a member of Theta
Chi Fraternity, a counselor at
Rodgers Quadrangle, on the UAO
Artist Committee, a member of
Phi Eta Sigma, national scholarship honor society for freshman
men; an orientation leader, and
chairman of the Student Leadership and Service Board.
Miss Winter, also a rising senior,
is enrolled in the College of Education. Her major is elementary

(Page 4)

(Page S)
education. She is a member of Alpha Phi, president of AWS. and
has been elected to serve on the
Student Council next year.
The three other newly appointed
members of the Student Court are
rising juniors.
Butler, who is majoring in business finance is first vice president and scholarship chairman of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, and
has been on the President's Honors
List. He will serve on the Student
Council next year.
Miss Moles is an elementary education major. She is a member of
Gamma Phi Beta sorority, was cotreasurer of Greek Week, and is
treasurer of ACE.
Mark Winchester, a pre-law major in the College of Liberal Arts,
is a member of Phi Eta Sigma,
UAO, and the Journalism Activities Committee. He is on the President's Honors List.

A total of 116 years of service
to the University will be recognized when four members of the faculty, who are retiring this year,
are honored tonight at a banquet
in the University Union. The four
men are:

Daniel J. Crowley, professor of
graphic arts, known throughout
northwest Ohio for his work with
the Boy Scouts and recipient of
the Silver Beaver Award.
John K. Raney, University architect and assistant professor of engineering drawing, whose works
include designing the Bowling
Green Senior High School.
Dr. Cecil Rew, professor of for-

department in 1919, after release
from active service in the Army.
A native of Florence, N.Y., Professor Crowley received his bachelor's degree from Columbia University and his master's degree
from the University of Wisconsin.
As a University staff member,

Mr. Raney designed the Industrial
Arts Bldg., Delta Zeta sorority
house, Johnston Hospital Annex,
and Shatzel and Hayes Halls, and
worked with other University officials in planning Overman and
Memorial Halls, now under construction.

Nine students were awarded engraved fountain pens for outstanding service In the Union Activities
Organization at an awards banquet Mty 5 in the ballroom.
Twenty-six other students were
Swarded certificates in recognition
of their service to the UAO.
The outstanding students named
were Sherry Carsten. Wanda Chynoweth. I ..i I '• il>
Gerlach, Jim
Hardy, Don llershberger, Judy
Lisy, Ron O'l^'ary. Pat Poole, and
Mareia Zimmerman. The informal
concerts co-nmittee, Jim Hardy,
chairman, received the award for
the outstanding committee.
Richard Lcnhart, program director of the Union, acted as toastmaster. An addreBg was given by
President Knlph W. McDonald to
the 190 in attendance. President
McDonald
also
presented
the
awards.
The newly elected UAO president, Judy C'reaaon, was presented
the president's
gavel by Ron
O'Leary,
this
year's
incumImnt. Miss Creason introduced
her Board of
Directors
for
next
year,
which includes:
Phyllis Hunter,
house
department; Jan HuntCreason
er, social; Carol
(juimby, entertainment; Roger Eversole, public information; Martha
Smith, fine arts department; and
Greg Gilmore and Barb Downey,
directors-at-large.

(Page 51

• Art Exhibit Results

4 Educators Complete BG Careers

Mr. Crowley
Dr. Rew
eign languages who has headed the
department for the past 11 years
—a period of steady growth in
the language program.
Dr. Hissong was the University's
first dean of the College of Education—a post he held for 16 years
before becoming state superintendent of public instruction and
chief movie censor.
Dr. Rew, born in Tiverton, England, began his career at the Uni-

A discussion of the United States foreign policy in eight major
areas of the world, and articles
concerning the outer space race
and world communications were
the features presented readers in
the May 3 issue of the B-G News.
Theme articles were written by
faculty members.
As the editorial of that issue
stated, due to space limitations
and other difficulties the News'
policy had been to place almost
complete emphasis on coverage
of campus events and not on the
"world outside".
The May 3 Issue was the News'
attempt to take a look at the world
picture. This Issue caused considerable comment on campus among
•tudsats and faculty alike.
The general response among the
faculty can be summed up in the
following statements:
"I personally enjoyed the special foreign policy issue very
much," commented Dr. Frank C.
Arnold, director of the counseling
center. "I would like to see this
same type of thing done in other
areas. I particularly enjoyed Dr.
Bowman's article."
Dr. Charles A. Barren, chairman
of the political science department,
sold that he was most pleased with
the special Issue and would like
to see more of the same. "I have
heard many favorable comments
from both students and faculty.'' he
staled. "I even saw several of
these Issues at a Bowling Oreen
Klwanls Club meeting."
"I was especially pleased to see
this issue for I have felt that this
type of writing has been seriously
neglected," said Dr. Donald S.
Long-worth, chairman of the sociology department.

Immediately afterward, members
of the graduating class, their wives and husbands will attend the
President's Luncheon In the ballroom. After the luncheon. Dr. McDonald will present a message to
the graduating seniors.
Striving to mnke the Commencement Cotillion on Friday night
"as elegant, impressive, and enjoyable an event as the graduating
eniors and their guests have ever
attended," O'Leary, general chair
men for the Cotillion, said the
theme will complement the Golden
Anniversary of the University.
A nationally known band, to
he announced Inter, will play at
the Cotillion, which starts at »
p.m.
Reservations may be made for
groups of four. six. or eight by
registering with Richard A. Lenhart. program director of the Union, on any weekday between 3:30
and 5 p.m.. from May 11 until
lune 1, In the Union Activities Office. Tables reserved In advance
will be held until 9:30 pjn. the
evening of the Cotillion, said
O'Leary.
Dr. Paul Woodring, noted author
and educator, will address the
Alumni Luncheon at noon Saturday, in the ballroom. Following
the welcoming remarks by Dr.
McDonald, Jerry Helwig, '64, will
introduce the Hoard of Directors
and the officers of the Alumni
Association. Ken Krouse, director
of alumni affairs, will recognize
the retiring faculty and the reunion classes. Mr. Helwig also will
present the Distinguished Alumnus
Awards.
All guests on campus then will
be invited to attend the formal
dedication of the Home Economics
Bldg. and South, Hayes .and Hanna Halls at 2:80 p.m. Following
the ceremonies, the buildings will
be open for inspection.
Remarking that the parents and
quests of the graduating seniors
will be offered an opportunity to
become acquainted with University
faculty members and administrators
at the President's Reception at 7
p.m. In the ballroom. O'Leary said
this will be conducted In a "relaxed. Informal, and friendly atmosphere."
The Senior Serenade, honoring parents and guests, will be
held In Founder's Courtyard at 11
p.m. Following another sing at the
President's house, an informal coffee hour is scheduled at Founders.
Members of the graduating
class, their parents and guests will
be given a special welcome in the
worship services of Bowling Green
churches Sunday morning, June 6.
Commencement exercises are
scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. in the
Amphitheater. The speaker will
be Dr. Francis H. Horn, president
of the University of Rhode Island.
Elaborating on the special faculties for the week end. O'Leary reported thai Founders will serve as
the "headquarters for the entire
operation, with reservation and laformation desks as well as bellboys being utilised to accommodate
the parents and guests."
Commencement Week End committees, their chairmen and members, are: decorations, Judy Creason, chairman, Jan Hunter and
Bill Shuck; entertainment, LaDelle
Gerlach, chairman, and Carol
(juimby; reservations, Marcla Zim
merman, chairman, Phyllis Rowley
and Don llershberger; catering,
Wanda Chynoweth, chairman, Marty Smith and Barb Porter; hospitality, Barb Downey, chairman,
Judy Lisy and Roger Eversole;
progrsms and printing, Trudy Robertson, chairman. Sherry Carsten,
and Craig Gilmore.
All events for the week end sre
being planned by President snd
Mrs. McDonald.

• Week End Pictorial

Retiring

Dr. Clyde Hissong, professor of
education and state director of
education and chief movie censor
for Ohio from 1946-64 while on
leave from the Univeraity.

With some 675 to 600 students scheduled to be graduated
in Junr, the official dedication of Commencement Week End
and the senior flap; ceremonies set for Friday, June .1 will
usher in a three-day period filled with activities.
The ('lass of '60 officers will raise the flap; in front of
the Administration Ridfr. at 11:30 a.m. to officially open the
week end. said Ron O'l-cary,
president of the senior class.

Mr. loner
Dr. Hissong
versity in 1986 as assistant professor of French and German. He
received his bachelor's degree from
the University of Chicago and the
master's and doctoral degrees
from the University of Illinois.
For the past 27 years, Professor Crowley has led Commencement processions st Bowling Green
as Marshal of the Day. He began
his career at the University as
chairman of the industrial arts

Faculty Favors
Policy Paper'
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Editorially Speaking

No News?
(This editorial «oi written by a member el Ike News staff who U applying (or
Ike poeinoa o| Editor o< Ike paper.)

A general comment of students following the special
foreign policy issue of the B-G News, May 3, was, "The News
certainly didn't contain any news today."
This is a misconception if there ever was one. How can
we, students in an institution of higher learning in a nation
that prides itself in the most advanced communications system
in the world, not be concerned with the present world situation? Are we indeed becoming a backward people, riding on
the laurels of our predecessors? Is the student's world of May
queens, dances, and recreation his only concern?
It's fairly well known that the average college student
doesn't read a daily newspaper, except for the sports and
comics, and that he listens to a radio or television set several
times a day, yet switches off news reporters and commentators
to listen to the latest hit records.
We do not blame just the student, for John Doe in his
daily routine follows the same pattern. Though he buys one
or two papers a day, he reads only the headlines, or at best,
the first few paragraphs of some stories, which usually concern only that which is spectacular. The editorial page to
him is just a page of gray space, with an occasional cartoon
at the top. The excellent news analysts and commentators on
week end radio and television broadcasts are bypassed because
of need for lighter subject matter after a "hard week at the
office."
We do not expect everyone to become a news analyst of
Joseph Alsop, Ralph McGill, or David Lawrence caliber. And,
granted, we obviously are better informed than any previous
group of persons, since someone must read the 58,299,723
daily newspapers circulated each day in America.
But let's get our feet on the ground and try to realize the
serious effect our thinking, or lack of it, could have on the
future of the United States.
Again, we do not suggest our country is headed for disaster if we don't mend our ways, as those have said who
compare the U.S. with the Roman Empire.
We merely suggest that all of us begin doing a lot of
serious thinking and reading before these rights are gone.
The world seemingly is headed toward peaceful coexistence.
This makes everyone breathe easier, since all fear the dreadful
military potential of Russia, the U.S., and other countries.
But what about the uneducated peoples of Red China,
India, Africa, and South America? Each of these areas has current problems that could easily lead to World War III. Yet
there are those in this country now preaching isolationism,
saying that by keeping out of world affairs we will be more
secure.
Such an idea can be considered impossible in the twentieth
century. With the tremendous improvement in transportation
and communication in the past 50 years, we could not believe
ourselves to be isolated from the rest of the world.
Thus we must face the fact that some serious decisions
must be made in the coming days, months, years. You and I
probably won't make any of these directly, but we must be
ready to prevent or follow up those that are made with intelligent action.
How can we do this if we don't even read a local college
paper that attempts to point out the areas of world concern?
The May 3 issue didn't have any news? Maybe it's the other 50plus issues of the paper that don't have enough studentcentered news. We know that one did. Only an enlightened
world can hope to arrive at world peace.
Ron Geiser

Cobus Hour

Americans Don't Want To WorkWant Pay For Nothing - - Frank
"Americans are ignorant. They know only of their own
specialized fields and care for nothing else. Our schools and
businesses ignore good English usage and spelling." These
were some of the statements made by Dr. Ralph W. Frank, assistant professor of geography, on the Cobus Hour topic, "All
That Glitters," May 4.
"We Americans have beAt the next Cobus Hour, Dr.
come highly specialized and Mearl R. Guthrie, chairman of
tlo not even know how to spend the department of business educaour spare time," he said. It was tion, will speak on the subject,
his opinion that we are living in "Girls, Personality, and Success."
a time of the big; giveaway, when
people want something for nothing.
"People today do not want to
do their joba correctly or efficient- 3M4M Gm* Slate Urtwwitg
ly, but want more money for their
HHTOUAL ST AFT
'goof-off type of work," he aaid
"In a recent survey, 33 per t«rr
cent of the college students adleeoe Edttor
mitted to cheating. Labor is laiy Don Heee _
and wants more money, and farmera receive parity for goods not
produced," Dr. Frank summarized.
His presentation drew considerable comment, both pro and con.
from the audience.

Aaa Ickerry
Dm Toes*.
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Karugu States Ideas
On African Situation

was

wish to come to a college where

formed

by

Dutch

mig-

rants, now called Afrikaners.
The African
National Congress, which is
competing with
the
year - old
pan - Africanist
Congress, wants
Africa for the
Africans.
The
rioters
are rebeling against the governmental domKarugu
inance, segregation, and inferiority attitude that
are inflicted upon the African
population.
Natives Justified
James Karugu, a native of Kenya, East Africa, stated that the
South Africans are justified in
their retaliations. He said, "la it
tight that 3 million people, not
natives of a country, should dominate and run a government for 10
million natives?"
According to Karugu, the Africans want to run their own government, but not necessarily expel
the Afrikaners, though he said,
"There can be no compromise in
governmental affairs with the Afrikaners. If anything is to be settled it will have to be complete
African rule."
Karugu feels that the reason
there can be no compromise is
because of the great difference
in numbers between the Africans
and the Afrikaners. He said, "If
the African government allowed
the Africans to be represented in
government, it is obvious that the
Africans would have a majority
voice. This is what the Afrikaners
fear and do not want "
It has been a general practice
of the South African government
(o state that the troubles in South
Africa are purely domestic affairs
and that no other nation should
interfere. Concerning this, Karugu
maintains that when a question of
human rights is involved, especially the right of 10 million people,
it automatically ceases to be a
domestic affair.
Racial

Policy

Questioned

Pertaining to racial policy of
the South African government,
Karugu stated, "The South Afri
can government feels that race
discrimination is justified. In their
attempts to show justification and
tlefend their racial policies, they
consistently state that racial discrimination has existed and still
does exist elsewhere in the world,
even in the most democratic nations."
Karugu aaid, "It is both ridiculous and fallacious to express such
sentiment. If a particular policy is
morally wrong, ita existence in
another country, even a democratic nation, does not make it morally right.
"A revolution will be the only
way the Africans will ever be able
to attain their own government.
Past history illustrates that the
Afrikans will never compromise.
Consequenly, it leaves no alternative to the Africans but to incite
a complete revolution."
He concluded, "It is my personal hope that one day South Africa
will have only a 'black' government."

Young Democrats
Swing Into Action
For Election Year
Ed. Note: The following is an Interview with Ihe president ol the Young
Democrats Club concerning candidates
and Issues In Ihe forthcoming election.
A look at the Republican picture will
appear In Friday's News.
"If
Senator
John
Kennedy
doesn't get nominated on the first
or second ballot at the Democratic
convention, I don't think he'll get
the nomination. Delegates will be
looking for compromise candidates,
and will probably switch to Stuart
Symington or Adlai Stevenson,"
said Dick Garand, president of the
Young Democrats Club.
"Kennedy was a strong contender In the primaries until the sur
prising upset In Indiana. He'll need
a strong vole to gel elected." added
Qarand.
The Young Democrats Club, organized last month, has met three
times. The club generally is active
during election years and is working now in preparation for next
fall.
Goals of the club are to stimulate interest, among students in
the forthcoming election, to look
into the possibilities of having a
mock national election on campus,
and to attend Democratic events
to acquaint the membership with
party organizations, policies, and
personalities.
"We'd like to try lo become more
active and Increase our membership, so that we really can encourage student participation In either
our club or the Young Republicans'
Club." he went on.
"We hope that more students
will see fit to participate in parti
sitn politic*. It's not a mark against
one—one should be proud of his
party. The government is beginning to affect more and more
people in more and more ways, and
the earlier one begins to participate in politics, the more beneficial it will be, both for the student and for the country. What
we need are more activists and not
so many passivists."
Garand felt lhat the national
Democratic platform would be based on more active work by the
United States lo win allies, and
foreign aid—how and where the
money is being used.

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.

Students were told, "If you don't
you

can't have a car,

try some

o her place." The two major questions,

cars

and

housing,

were

brought before the Student Council
following
mong

the

other

demonstration.
things,

the

A

Council

suggested that students who are
21 years or older and those with
.'1.0 grade averages be allowed to
have possession of automobiles. In
the wake of such strong student
feelings, the housing office began
a study to work out a solution
that will meet with student approval. A proposal on the use of
automobiles has been submitted to
the Board questioning the constitutionality of the car ban.
A graduate student at Duke University, presented an opportunltv

about to reach Ike cBnas of bis
lecture, he glanced up. and to hie
dismay, discovered thai his professor had fallen asleep.
That truth is often stranger than
fiction was demonstrated just recently at Woostcr College when
the dean of men suggested a punty
raid on a women's dormitory, and
then proceeded to help plan the
night's activity. The action was to
distract men from the dangerous
sport of tearing down buildings.
A condemned building on campus
was the object of 200 men who had
gathered to help "wreck" it. Afraid
that the roof might collapse and
injure some of the students, the
dean suggested a visit to a dormitory and conducted an informal
vote on which one. With the dean
and other faculty members present, the men students ran through
the hall briefly and then departed.
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EUROPE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1
Bummer vacation is just tinnind the corner, and naturally all of
you are going to Europe, Perhaps I can offer a handy tip or
two. (I must confess I have never been to Europe myself, but
I eat a lot of Scotch broth and French dressing, so I am not
entirely without qualification.)
First let me Ray that DO trip to Euro|ie is complete without
■ visit I" England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, France, Germany,
Spain, Portugal, Italy, l.irhtcnstein, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Russia,
Greece, Yugoslavia, Albania, Crete, Sardinia, Sicily, Hungary,
Romania, Bulgaria, Laplend, and Andorra.
I,at us take up these countries in order.

First, F.ngland.

The capital of England is Ixmdon—or Liverpool, as it is
sometimes culled. There are many interesting things to see in
London- chiefly, (be changing of the guards. The guards are
cluingcd duily. The old ones are thrown away.

"Minor issues," he said, "probably will be civil righta, public
works, the type of defenses the
country should have and needs,
and whether we are ahead of or
behind the Russians."

To The Editor
Congratulations
to
the
B-G
News, its editor, and its staff.
Last week's issue, devoted to U.S.
foreign policy, wai, by far, the
best edition of the News that I
have seen during my four years
here.
Let's hope that this has set a
precedent, and that articles, written by faculty members, concerning national and international issues, will continue to appear in the
News.
Gordon Gregg

Another "must" while in Ditulon is a visit to Buckingham
Palace. Frequently in the afternoons Her Majesty the Queea
comes out on the lialeony of the palace nnd waves to her loyal
subject.- below. The loyal subjects wave hack at the Queen.
However, they only continue to wave as long as Her Majesty
Is waving. This of course is the origin of wave lengths from which
we have derived numerous benefits including indio, television
and the A&P Gypsies.
Be sure also when you are in London to visit the palace of
the Duke of Marllmmugh. Mnrll/orough is -pclleil Marlborough,
but pronounced Marlboro. English spelling is very quaint but
terribly disorganised. The late George Bernard Shaw, author of
Jo't Boyt, fought all his life to simplify English spelling. He
once asked a friend, "What does g-h-o-t-i spell?" The friend
pondered a bit and replied, "Goatee." Shaw sniggered. "Pshaw,"

IF YOU'RE GOING TO
DRESS CASUAL...
DO IT RIGHT!

I Ism Editor

With

eaid Shaw. "G-h-o-t-i does not spell goatee. It spells fith. Ck
■8 in enough, o as in inimen, ti as in motion."
It must be remembered, however, that Shaw was a vegetarian
—which, all in all, was probably a good thing. As Disraeli onoe
remarked to Guy Fnwkes, "If Shaw were not a vegetarian, no
lamb chop in Dindon would lie safe."
lut I digress. We were speaking of the palace of the Duke of
rlborough—or Marlboro, as it is called in the United States.
It is called Marlboro by every smoker who knows flavor did
Dot go out when filters came in. Be sure you are well supplied

Aas'l Social Ecktoe
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By Keith Sanders

Not since the Boer War have the Afrikaners been in such
danger—and so much in the world spotlight—as they are
today, according to an article in Life magazine concerning the
riotous uprising of the South Africans.
Instigating the uprisings are the native Africans and
white sympathizers retaliating against the Af rikan Nationalist
Government, which originally

TENNIS SHOES
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Clean, comforuhle and reasonable accommodetioni
for male students, dubs, teams, sdminturttor* and
group* in the heart of midlown New York, cloee to
all transportation and nearby Empire Slate Building. AH convenience*, cefctcris. coffee shop, tailor,
I sundry, barber shop, TV room. lour*, etc Booklet C
tutu: Siawlt Met* $2«0-»2.e0; Deetli Heee* »3.«Ot3.»0

Illinois Students Protest Car Ban
A proposed ban on the use of automobiles by students at
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, III. led to a mass
demonstration climaxed when a stuffed rap; dummy of the
assistant dean of men was hung in effigy two weeks ago.
The demonstration was a direct result of action taken by the
board of trustees to limit student automobiles on campus next
year, and to evict seniors from
lo excel, recently encountered some
unexpected opposition. The student
campus housing for the next
was permitted lo lecture lo his miacademic year.
litary science class. As he was

Aes't Specta
Im-T-t-tl-T
ludv Dor —

College Circuit

The University
Book Store
—IN THE UNION-

ONLY $425
A PAIR

with Marlboros when you make your trip abroad. After a long,
tiring day of sightseeing, there is nothing so welcome as a fine,
flavorful Marlboro and a foot bath with hot Epsom salts.
Epsom salts can be obtained in England at Epsom Downs.
Kensington salts can be obtained at Kensington Gardens, Albert salts can be obtained at Albert Hall, Hyde salts can bo
obtained at Hyde Park, and the crown jewels can be obtained
at the Tower of London.
Well sir, now you know all you need to know about England.
Next week we will visit the Land of the Midnight Sun— France.

And you also know all you nead lo know about tmoklngt
Marlboro, if you vent trie but of the titter ciyarettet—Philip
Uorrit U you want the belt ol the unhltered ciyarettet.
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Inter-Squad Gridiron Battle Tomorrow
Killian, Rine Lead C /W<crmen
Toward Undefeated Season
With just one meet remaining on the schedule, Coach Bob
Whittaker'a crew stands close to its first undefeated season
in 12 years after romping to an 86" s-591 j victory over the Ohio
U. Bobcats Saturday at Athens.
Walt Killian set the pace hy coming up with two firsts
and a second in the 100-yard dash. Killian took the high jump
with 6-0 and the broad jump
"BLAKE" BOMBER Bon (Bloke) Bloc.ledge li ■hown bla.llnij a lhr»«-run
homer, hit lixlh. In the lifth lnnlno. aijalnil Toledo Saluiday. H« clouted hie
seventh round-tripper In to* ninth Inning, bul all was In vain an the Fat
were defeated. 7 5.

Rockets Drop Falcons
Into Conference Celler
For the second day in a row
the Falcons faltered before the Toledo Rockets. The losses for Bowling; Green, its third and fourth
straight, dropped them into the
Mid-American Conference celler.
The Rockets won their first
MAC frame of the season Friday
when they shut out the Falcons,
7-0. Bowling- Green was held to
just three hits, while the Rockets
collected II. Dick Bugeda, with
two singles, and Jim Mason, with
a pinch hit single, were the only
Falcons to escape the horse collar.
Ed Phillip, suffered bin ihlrd
straight defeat of the season as he
was bombarded by the spirited
Rockets. Phillips, who went undefeated last year with a 4-0 mark,
now stands 1-3 for the season.
There was only one home run
in the game, by Kent Ross with
one on in the third. Arlo Spiess
was the winning pitcher as he
picked up his first win of the
season.
The Falcons out-hit Toledo on
Saturday, 11-10, but the Rockets
pushed across two runs more than
Rowling Green as they chalked up
their second straight MAG win,
7-5. The lack of a clutch hit killed

These are the silver wing* of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. At a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he his chosen a career of
leadership, a career that hat
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to thit career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowance!
while taking off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, he it eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, tee your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and mail this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on Ike
mp -y ^-^
Aerospace Team. I
I ^^

Air Force
MAIL THIS CMrtN Tatar
iruritM cuter iKrtatuTita
MFT. teti
ItX If, WASHIUCTSK 4, I. C.
I sat between It sad MV4, a dtlfta
of tse U. S. sad i Ml* ichooi sreduata
-'"■
1-— of collect. Plans
send sia detailed MsraaUaa at tkt
Air Pare* AelatKM Cadet proereai.

MM
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off several potential rallies for
Bowling Green.
Ron Blackledoje was the hlrang
slar of (he game tor the Falcons
as ho connected for his sixth and
■erenlh horn* runs of the season.
He hit his fust homer In the fifth
Inning with two men on base. Ed
Purk had reached base safely on
an error, and Dick Kuima followed
with a slashing double, putting runners on second and third when
llackledge hit his blast over the
left field lence. Blackledge hit his
second round-tripper, a solo blast,
la the ninth Inning.
The other Falcon run of the
game was scored in the eighth
when Bugeda singled, went to
third on a single by Bob Boulton,
and scored on a pinch hit double
hy Mason.
Toledo picked up its first run in
the second inning on a long blast
over the right field fence. After
the Falcons had moved into a 3-1
lead on Blackledge's first homer,
the Rockets retaliated with five
runs in the top of the sixth.
Four of the Rockets' runs came
as a result of a grand slam homer
hy Harry Hart. A walk, single, hit
batsman, and another walk, to
score the first run of the inning,
set the stage for Hart's four bag
eer. The Rockets added an insurence run in the eighth.
Bowling Green's MAC record
now stands at 1-4. while Toledo
has a 2*5 mark. The Rockets are
S-$ on the season, and the Falcons are S-7.
Today the Falcons travel to
Eastern Michigan in hopes of revenging their 7 4 loss to the Hurons last week. Howling Green's
next home game is against Miami
this week end.

Bowling Green Is 43rd
In Bowling Tournament
Bowling Green finished fortythird among the 68 colleges and
universities that competed in the
recent nation-wide Intercollegiate
Bowling Tournament. The women's team, competing against
teams from 19 other institutions,
finished seventh.
Rowling Green finished second
to Michigan State University in
region 5. The country was divided
into 11 regions for the contest.

at 20-11%.
Carroll Rine was another double
winner for the Falcons as he put
the shot 64-8 and finished first
in the discus with a heave of
143-9.
The times in the running events
were slow due to a rainsodden
track. The Falcon quartet of Killian, Angelo Privitera, Earl Pear
son, and Ernie Malzahn, took the
880-yard relay in 1:30.2, while the
Bobcats came back to take the
mile relay in 3:31.6.
Ijmy Dove took his third consecutive mile as he sloshed around
the course in 4:34.5. Dove also
finished second In the 880-yard
run, won by Meng of OU in 2:03.4.
In the other distance event, Dave
Armstrong took the two-mile run
for BG with a time of 10:14.3.
Ernie Malzahn finished second
in both hurdle events behind Bob
Harrison, who was runner-up to
Casey in last year's MAC meet.
Malzahn also finished third in the
220 and the high jump.
The meet's other double winner
was OU football halfback John
Balnugh, who took the 100-yard
dash and the 220 in the times of
:10.0 and :22.1.
The Falcona close out their regular season this Saturday at Kalamazoo, Mich., against defending
MA.' champs Western Michigan.

Lanning, Warren Lead
Golfers At Kalamazoo
Wind, rain, and 40-degree tan
perature did not seem to stop the
play of Bowling Green's varsity
golf team, as it split two derisions
at Western Mirhignn lust week
end.
The Falcons lost to Western by
u scant two points, I'111, white
they beat Kent State for the second time. 21H-2H, in the dual
meet.
Perry Lanning and Harold Warren of the Falcons both had 7,r»s.
I.anning had a .'18-37 and Warren
a 39-36.
Other Bowling Green scon's
were: Boh Wink, 30-37-76; Ed
Ciegor, 41-38-70; Walter Felgar,
12-38-80; and Glenn Apple, 4338-81.
Howling Green's freshman golf
squad pirked up it* second win of
the season, over Ohio Northern
University's varsity linksmen, 235.
Walter Willie was low man for
the Falcons in the ONU match
with a 74. Chip Heylc shot a 70.
Ed Theis and Chuck Randall both
fired 77s. Hurley Chapman rounded out the Falcon scoring with an
85.

Bell Pitches A Shutout
As Yearlings Defeat TU
Bowling Green's varsity baseball team failed to defeat the Toledo Rockets in two tries, but the
Falcon yearlings downed Toledo's
freshman team twice last week.
On Tuesday the Falcon yearlings
got shutout pitching from I.yle
Bell, and responded with a four
run uprising in the ninth to blank
the Rockets, 5-0. In an abbreviated seven-inning game on Saturday,
Rowling Green downed Toledo, 118.
Bell turned in a tremendous
pitching performance in the first
game for the Falcons as he went
the entire distance, allowing five
hits, no runs, nine strikeouts, and
two walks.
Glenn Honeycutt scored the
first run of the game as he led
off the fourth with a single, moved to second on a sacrifice, and
scored on a single by Dave Miesle.
In the big ninth, singles by
Miesle, Bob Bnrcherdt, Bill Jones,
John Machold, arid an error accounted for the Falcons' four runs.
The last inning again proved to
be the big one for the Falcons
on Saturday, as they came up with
five runs in the sixth inning of
the shortened game to gain a
come-from-behind victory over the

Rockets.
Toledo jumped off to a fast
start with four runs in the first
inning off Falcon pitcher Bob
Bahna. However, Bowling Green
rallied for three in its half of the
second on singles by Tom Rodgers,
Jones, and Bill Buumrucker, and
a triple by Honeycutt.
The Falcons tied the score in
the third inning on two hits, and
took a 6-4 lead in the fourth with
three hits.
The Rockels recaptured the lead
in the sixth as they pushed across
three runs on a three-run homer.
However, again the Falcons rallied, as they scored five runs in
their half of the sixth. With one
out, Miesle singled and Borcherdt
moved him to third on another
single. Machold followed with a
single to drive in one run. An intentional walk to Rodgers loaded
the bases. A wild pitch and a fielder's choice scored two more runs
for the Falcons. Another wild pitch
and an error scored the fourth run
and a pinch hit single by Dave
Blough drove in the final run of
the inning.
Toledo came up with one run
in the seventh, but its rally fell
three runs short.

GRIDIRON GREATS—The football coaching staff makes final adjustments
during spring practice sessions for the annual Inter-varsity football game scheduled
for I p.m. tomorrow In the Stadium.

Annual Game Is Finale
To Spring Grid Practice
At 8 o'clock tomorrow evening in the Stadium, Coach
Doyt Perry will unveil his Brown and White chargers in the
annual inter-squad gridiron battle which is the finale of spring
practice. "I think the game is a distinct tossup," stated Coach
Perry. "They are as evenly matched as possible."
The White squad, composed primarily of next year's
seniors, will be led by quarteriii the backfield for the White
back Jim Potts. Last season
will be Chuck Comer and Ken
Potts did the aignal calling behind
Whalen at left halfback; Wayne
Bob Colburn and Dave McClain.
Mauk, Dick Vura, and Chuck
Quarterback for the Brown team
Pratt at right halfback; and Roger
is Jay Hershcy.
Klicman and John Ruper at fullhack. The backfield for the Brown
includes Russ Hepner and Al Junior at the halfback positions, and
Morer Pitches, Bats
Ken Fink or Ray Bell at fullback.

Boachons To Victory

With league play nearing completion soon, the independent softhall league standings arc very
clow. Four undefeated teams in the
three leagues are Betting the pace.
U'aguc III spotlighted play of
I his past week when the Boachons
and Raiders, both with 3-0 records,
met head on. The Bourbons eked
out H 7-4 win over the Raiders.
Pacing the Boachon attack were
Rill Morer, who held the Raiders
to six hits and contributed two
hits, and Ron Reed, who also had
two hits for the victors.
With only one game remaining,
the Boachons are favored to cop
the league III title. Other results
in the same league were: Bob's
Boys by a forfeit over the Alphagatorcs, and Cukes by forfeit over
Posta's Powerhouse.
In league I the fillers defeated the
('Uppers. 20-7. The Beatniks forfeited to the co-league leaders, the
Untouchables.
In league II action, the Unhltnlilcs defeated the Dukes, 17-5.
Ani-Mules WOT by forfeit over the
Tall Cool Ones.

Titans Hand Netters
Seventh Setback, 8-1
Bowling Green managed to salvage just one match, as the University of Detroit Titans subdued
the Falcons, 8-1, in a match played Friday at Detroit.
Only the doubles team of Jim
Berger and Bob Filiere came
through with a victory.

tSrounb ftulr*
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If last year's performance is
any indication, the Whites will
have a slight advantage in the
backfield, as the top three players
gained 624 yards in 112 carries
for an average of about 6.6 yards
per carry. The top three in the
Rrown backfield gained an even
100 yards in 03 attempts for a 4.3
yard-per-carry average.
Ron Williams will be the starting center on the senior-laden
tram, with Lou Youskievics the
opposing center.
Starting at the guard position!
for the White squad will be Jerry
('olaner and Dave Radlinski. Jim
Grant and Ray Kwiatkowski will
be at the guard spots for the
Brown.

Bob Bird, Ralph White, and Al
ki'li] will be going at the tackle
positions for the White, and Jerry
Croft and Bob Reynolds for tht
Brown.
The ends for the White will be
Clarence Mason and Don Meister,
while Dick Newsome and Larry
Smith will be going for the Brown.

WIS Schedules Picnic
In Honor Of Seniors
Women's Intramural Association
will hold its annual Wakan in
honor of graduating members tomorrow, at Side-Cut Park in Maumee.
Wakan will include a picnic dinner, a camp fire, the senior torchlight farewell, and the installation
of officers. Officers to be installed
are: Nancy Combine, president;
Karen Nelson, vice president; Donna Kubanks, secretary; Johanna
Slygh, treasurer; Judy Fenwlck,
photographer; Kathy Guins, publicity chairman; and Barbara Lopacki, social chairman.

Looking For A
Complete Selection
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This Classic KnM Sport Sblrt by
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the university man. Year 'round
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Elephant Story

Pachyderm Power Is Costly;
Merchants Lend Helping Hand
"We've got our idea for our May float on India, but
we really need something original to pull it. Does any one have
any ideas?" These were the words of Cece Kaminski and
Doreen Quinn at the float committee meeting of Chi Omegas
and Phi Delta Thetas three weeks ago. The other members
of the committee laughed. An elephant maybe? How absurd!
But perhaps there was a way
to get it after all. The members of the Hay float committee,
composed of Hiaa Quinn, Mill Kaminaki, Joe Ilruby, and Dick Bradley put their heads together and
Came up with a few possibilities.
Firit, they visited the Toledo Zoo
to see what they could do to "hire"
an elephant to pull the float. No
soap.
The Circus Cassis

Then the Mills Brothers Circus
came to Bowling: Green. Miss
Quinn and Hiss Kaminski visited
the circus (they saw two performances that day), and they talked
to the owner, Mr. Mills. He said
that he would be happy to lend
the second largest elephant in the
United States to the two groups,
but his contract for Saturday, May
7, stated that all the elephants
hnil to be used for the matinee
performance in Rosedale, Mich.
However, Mr. Hills suggested
that they call the circus winter
headquarters in Peru, Ind., and
rent an elephant there.
After several phone calls to
this circus "farm," the Chi Oa and
the Phi Delta had an elephant for
sure—if they could raiae the money needed to "rent" the elephant
by Saturday, April 80.
Thia was on Wednesday, April
27. Obviously, some quick action
WAS needed, but no money-making
scheme the committee members
conceived would raise the money in
three short days.
Why Not?
Finally, someone said, "Why not
solicit merchants in town to see
if some of them would donate the
money that we needT"
For the next three days, merchants in town were asked the
question "We would like to have
an elephant pull our float in the
May Day parade, and we were
wondering . . . . "
It worked—the Chi Os and the
I'hi Delta got the necessary mon-

ey, and the elephant arrived early
Saturday morning.
The following merchants were
"angels" for the project:
Kuhlman Heat Co., Cain's Po
tato Chip Co., University Dairy
Co., Foodtown Super Harket,
Hern's Hardware, LaSalle's and
Koch'i, Weissbrod Studios, the
Wooster Shop, Gordon Lumber Co.,
Segall's, the Style Center, the
Dairy Queen, Hyers Gulf Station,
Clover Farm Store, Bee Gee Rental, Hale's Barber Shop, Leitman's
Hen's Shop, the Clothes Rack, the
Colonial Restaurant, J. Newberry
Co., Kaufman Fine Foods, Hax
Graeber, Thurman's Marathon Station, Wlrt Hotor Sales, Book's
Bike Shop, and Charron-Griffin
Ford Sales.

Student Discusses

Federlco Garcia Lorca shared
with his generation the enthusiasm
for poets who built their poetry
on the basis of Spanish culture,"
stated John Fageol, a student in
the College of Liberal Arts, when
he discussed the life of the Spanish
poet at Books and Coffee on May
4.
In diacuasing some of [,area's
works, Fageol stated, "Lorca patterned hia poems after the poems
of his favorite writers. Hia poetry
dealt with the Spanish culture, of
which he was very proud."
Walter C. Daniel, intern study
assistant in English, will discuss
Sean O'Casey and his works at the
last Books and Coffee meeting of
the school year at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow In the Ohio Suite of the
Union.
Suggestions for next year's programs should be given to Dr. Edgar F. Daniels in 402 Administration Bldg. Dr. Daniels, assistant
professor of English, is adviser to
Books and Coffee.
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Campus Kaleidoscope
Sleraa Tau Delta. English honora
Will bold lls annual spring picnic far
members and Ike English department
(acuity, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Thursday, at Urschel Pond.
Newly elected officers are Roberta
Woll.r. president; Marty Smith, vice
president; Marlene Adrlcfc. secretary;
and From Fauiey. treasurer. Dr. Giles
Floyd serves as adviser to the group.

• • •

"School Days." a color film produced
by Hussions for Russians, will be shown
at 7 p.m. Thursday. May 12. In 140
Overman Hall. The showing Is sponsored by the Air Force ROTC.
The film Is a pictorial report on Ibe
Russian nation, and features a comprehensive account of the Russlon school
system. The showing li open to the
public.

• •

•

The annual Kappa Delta pledge banquet was held April 21 In Ihe Dogwood

Suite of Ihe Union, Gifts and paddles
were exchanged by big and little
sisters.
Awards and recognition were given
to: Susanne Haillnger. outstanding
pledge; Barb Mann, senior with highest
scholarship; Carol Smith, outstanding
senior; and Karen Ernst, highest pledge
scholarship. Susanne Jacobs received
•he Wenrich Scholarship. Sally Sssith.
past president, was presented with an
engraved gavel. Because the sorority
received Ihe first semester scholarship
award. Dr. John E. Wenrlck presented
Ihe group with a gift of 1100.
Guests Included Prof, and Mrs. leeee
1. Currier. Dr. Wenrlck. Dr. and Mrs.
Eugene Dlclrerman. Mrs. Cecil M Freebarne. Mrs. Clayton Cook, and Dr. and
Mrs. D. 8. Harkness.
Larry Rows was crowned KD King
at the Kappi Delta closed formal, held
In honor of the pledge class. April 30
at Ihe Secor Hotel. Toledo.

Friday
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N

Ike Announces Freshman Outing
There are still many tickets
available for the Senior Slip-AWay, according to Ron O'Leary,
president of the class of '60. The
picnic is scheduled for 1 p.m.
Sunday at Ft. Meigs State Park.
Ron Ike, president of the freshman class, has announced that the
class of '03 will also hold a picnic
Sunday from 1 to 6:30 p.m. in the
Bowling Green City Park.
Plena for the senior picnic call
for a pep parade prior to the 1
p.m. departure and a full slate of
activities and refreshments at the
park.
Seniors wishing to attend must
have tickets. They may be obtained In the lobby of the Union today
and tomorrow from 1 to 5 p.m..

according to Pat Poole, reservations cnairman. They are free.
The freshman outing will feature organised names, Softball and
dance contests, and refreshments.
Entertainment will be provided
by the "Tradewinda," a music combo.
"Because the park is in walking
distance from the campus, no organized transportation will be pro.
vided," aaid Ike.
As the park has not been officially opened, picnic tables will
not be available and those attending are urged to bring blankets.
Both events are being financed
with money collected from class
dues contributions.

Members of the Bowling Green
chapter of the Society for the Advancement of Management, a nationally organised business fraternity, were the guests of Ford
Motor Company and Superior
Coach Corporation, located in Lima, on a field trip May 6.
"The 60 members of SAM who
went on the trip saw the evolution
of a car and school bus from beginning to end," said Jim Rees,

Be Sewing You

COMING MAY 19. I960

a junior from Lima, who was
responsible for arranging the trip.
SAM members also were the guests
of Ford for lunch. A film on school
bus safety, entitled "Priceless Cargo" waa shown at Superior Coach.
If members of SAM plan to attend the last SAH meeting of the
year they must get their reservations in now at the business office,
said Andy Lovell, program chairman.

Yes, only at MAX GRAEBER . . .
Handsome Cord Suit* in olive, eun tan, blue,
gray, brown, gold and dark green.

Boy Now — Pay This Summer

Take an Esterbrook on
your next flight of fancy!
Sure, skywriting's fun. But—indoors—it's hard on

Lore was elected the chapter
delegate to accompany Roy to the
Delta Upsilon national convention,
to be held in Banff, Alberta, Canada, Sept 4 through 8.

big! It's perfect for indoor flights of fancy.

the furniture. This is where Esterbrook comes in
Esterbrook has 32 custom-fitted pen points. One
is sure to suit your personality. If you don't have
any personality, the right Esterbrook point will fake
it for yon just fine.
Another thing, Esterbrook Fountain Pens tend

WHY WORK FOR 154 PER HOUR?
PUT YOUR TIME TO BETTER USE

LAUNDRY "X"

College Laundromat

20c
10c
... 20c

MACHINE
SOAP
DRYER

to cost a lot less than airplanes. Esterbrook fountain pens start at $2.95.
And there is one more thing... Esterbrook uses

65c
00c
00c

that amazing new miracle discovery—ink. Pick up
your Esterbrook Fountain Pen today. It might help
you get off the ground.

50c
YOUR TIME

•5c

15c
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Plus FREE folding

Shirts and Khakis Finished —
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College Laundromat and Dry Gleaners
115 E. Court Street
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Theta Chi, winner of last year's
race, will be out to hold its title,
with the most opposition expected
from its perennial rival in this
event. Phi Delta Theta Theta Chi
has won the Bike Race four times,
to the Phi Delt's three. If Theta
Chi wins it will be awarded per-

pledge trainer; and Ted Karle,
rush chairman and IFC representative.

MACHINE
SOAP
DRYER (Most Loads)
It'* hist a nice nttl* drive
To a nice little Restaurant
For that real horn* cooked
food

At 6:30 a.m. Saturday, the members of DU will travel to the Alpha
Xi Delta house for the traditional
"Bike Race Brunch." The race
itaelf will begin at 8 a.m. with the
firing of the first gun, and the
breakaway of the fraternity riders
behind the pace car, to be driven
by Robert Barr of DU.

SAM Tourists Witness Makeup Of Car, Bus

Fraternity Elects Officers, Convention Delegates

Elected to other offices in the
fraternity were Roger Carr, social
chairman; Larry Oswalt, corresponding secretary; Joseph DIPaola,

Mas Evans
Saturday, will be Joyce Evans
of Alpha Xi Delta sorority.

Palm Beach Cord Suits

Instructors of classes which have only one claas meeting per
week, i.e.. Speech 114, will consult with the registrar far a time
for examination If there are conflicting examinations at the tlase
which ordinarily would be used.
Evening classes will meet for examination at the regular class
meeting time during the final examination period. Classes aehedllii
to meet on Monday evening may meet en another evening during
the examination period for final examination.

As a result of the elections, the
executive board of the fraternity
now consista of David Lore, sophomore, vice president; Thomas
Karle, sophomore, recording secretary; and Thomaa Race, a junior,
who retained his position aa treasurer.

Selected as Bike Race Queen
this year, and reigning over the
traditional fraternity battle on

manent possession of the trophy.
The original rules, drawn np in
1950, state that the fraternity winning the most races in the first 10year period will receive the Bike
Race trophy. Thus, if the Phi
Delta win, a play-off race will be
held in 1961.
Theta Chi set a new mileage
record iaat year in its victory,
riding a record distance of approximately 140 miles around the 2.2
mile coarse. Although hampered
by rain, last year's meet attracted
some 2.500 fans throughout the
day.
The race, which will end at i
p.m., will he followed by the speed
lap event, won last year by Pi Ksp
pa Alpha's Larry Hinterman in the
record time of 6:01 for one lap.
In preparation for Saturday's
Rike Race, fraternities have been
working out sin e late March. Each
man who participates in the race
first must qualify by successfully
completing the course, and getting
medical clearance from the University Health Service. For the
fir«t time this year, alumni of the
respective fraternities ran compete
in tie race, if they meet the qualifying requirements.
The starting line will he located
on Kidge Street, across from Memorial Hall. The route progresses
west on Ridge Street to North College Drive, north to Poe Road,
east on Poe Road past the University Airport to Yount Road, and
back to Ridge. Field telephones
will be manned by the DUs at
the Airport and at other points
along the route, to report standings to the station at the starting
line.
I.ec Lowty, DU. in Bike Race
chairman, with Michael Pheneger.
Robert Barr, George Oetgen, John
Currie, John Eisenhour, and David Lore aiding him on the Bike
Race committee.

JUST ARRIVED
New Shipment of

If a class meets for two or more hoars In a week, the Instructor
wtll select for the time of the examination a letter at which Uaae
the class meets at least twice during the week. Far example, a class
which meets at D, Cl should meet for the examination at the
period reserved far D, l.e- ( a.m., Wednesday, Jane 1.

Kenneth Roy, a junior in the
College of Education, waa elected
chapter president by the members
of Delta Upallon, Hay 8, in elections at the N. Main Street house.
Roy, who will replace this semester's president, Thomas Eddy, will
be initiated tonight

The tenth annual Delta Upsilon Bike Race, with 12 fraternities entered to date, will
be held from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, May 14 on a designated 2-mile-pIus course.

pjcn|c Jjc|<ets Are Still Available;

£—. ,a.aL DA«t'i> I ■ <«-.
OpO-llSr. rOei S Lite

Schedule for Final Examinations for the second semester, 1BB9-M:
Time of
ban

DUs Select Evans Bike Race Queen;
8-Hour-Long Race Set For Saturday

Bowling Green. Ohio

TMt OIAMIO
FOUNTAIN l*«N

•2.95
■WMMMjMhi klfftar
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The News Takes A Trip To Spring Week End
It All Began On Thursday . . .

. . . at tko iuip.ni. grew. It was toon dm. for lait mlnat. "primping" ....Ion.
by tko candidate.. Hon. Ian l.b.iky makoo quick ui. of tko mirror, lor . . .
. . . wh.n itucUnt. turned oat for tko annual May Qim
•tudy of th. ptcrur. board la th. Admlnlilrarlou BMq. and
roommate, ormx whom to chooM. It wa. . . .

. . . and whwTi • -•ryons hod assonblod In tho ballroom,
lh» final mom.nl arrlYsd. Th» loYsly array of candldals.
and Ron Ikt, prosldont of t&vo froshman doss, looked on

Aftoi car.Nl
wHk

. . . Mo lh. Toto« booth.. II foot can Mil a Mofy II would MOM mat aoop concwtratfoo and conudorattoa won sl..n to Ik. Mtoctlon. by *••• two •tudoon.
Al Iko clooo of rotlng lh. ballot. w.ro labulatod and . . .

approTlnqly at Jo Prochtsl was crownod froshman attond
ant. Sh- rocoiTod tko crown In a -tals of amai-d •latlon.
bul ih« could m<A havs boon . . .

. . . happlvr than Linda Cory whin
Pr»ild«n( and Mrs. McDonald announced
hor as lb* 1110 May Qut-n. A hug
from tko First Lady was In ordor and .. .

..Friday Was Coronation Night..

. . . loon aftorward th. Quoon and k.r four attendant, poi.d lor thl. .hot. In tho
Itont are Cloya Scott lophomor.: Jan S.b.iky. unlor; In tb. r.ar. Jo Pr.cht.l.
fr.ahman; Linda Cory, qu..n; and Pat Rufo. lunlot. N.xl day wa. . . .

. . Saturday-Parade Day-And . .
m-SSBBfMW.
d^BfJ^^SBmSBBmTmVmmmm ml.

m

■HWEJi
m*m rr*JmSl
■SV MHSSJ

BBJ 1

' Torn.
PmSm3"L/_Bma

K

w*
, -Bab.." an Imported circu. .tepkanL chtatold by Chi O—fa ami PU D*tla
Th.ta. for ui. In pullloq th.lr float Admiring «p«ctato«. h»pt him lupplted with a
•toady stream of praua and many. nk> th. young lady o* pag. I. couldn't
mill touchlnq him. Actually. I

. . . startling contrail to th. lor.ly Qu.on. Ml.. Cory, who rngnad or.r lh.
parad. from atop th. Alpha XI D.lto Slqraa Alpha Epulon-Alpha Phi Alpha
float which Mod for third I. th. float cont.it. Th. uncooporatto. wsath.r plcryod
haroc with many of th. float. ...

... bul you couldn't tell II by looklnq at th*M unraffted bwuilii. Th.y're GammaPhi 1.1a'. candidate*. Barb M.llon. i.nlor; Bandy Within, junior: Kathy Diwhunt. lophomor.; and Co. Wolf*, ftthmrm, Later, all wa nady ai . . .

.. The Big Night Approached . .

... N m hod brn fan—but bring. W.
think thl. coupto Will OOIM.

... a pwdred ko— tar—d oat m th. bafciw for tko
mo" Armstrong and hi. YocaHst "Big Mama." Al

to th. crowd. After mm. mac. dancing bwfor* Bat "magic

boar" approaebsd. Whoa all wo. sold and don.
•T.ryon. had to agrM mat

The End
Photo. By Do. Btrayar
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Students Receive Awards For Work

Board Selects Group

Shown In Ninth Annual Art Exhibit

For F7II Freshmen

The winner* of the ninth annual
Student Art Exhibit, "Prospectus,"
have been announced by the art
department. The exhibit will be at
the Pine Arta Bldg.
George Koch won first place in
the ceramics division with a vaae
called "Blue Bowl II." Paul Harvey and Peter Todd won second
nnd third places.
In the two-dimensional design
division, Richard Trembour took
first place with "Projector Rendering." Second plnce went to Effie
Deerhake and third to David Cayton. Koch won the fabric design
contest with "Tye Dye II." Marion
Von Graeve and Peter Todd won
second and third places.
"Spring Trees," by Andrea Porter, captured the top prise in the
drawing divisirn. "Drawing No.
3." by Richard Leibold placed second, and "Nude No. 4," by Margo
Davis, was third.
In the jewelry and enamels
metslwork division, Bernie Casey's
ring, William Schollenbcrger's silver and wood bracelet, and William
Schrock's pin captured the first
three places.
Violet Tlnsley placed first in
the oil painting division for "Girl
in Black Stockings." John Hummel
placed second and Gary Brim third.
"landscape," by Andrea Porter,
captured first place in the prints
division. Second and third places
went to Irene Bottinelli and Violet
Tinaley.
The Park Lane Hotel Award for
sculpturing went to LaMonte Anderson for "Requiem." Richard
Leibold and John Hummel placed
second and third.
In the watercolor, gouache, and
tempera division, Thomas Haverfield won with "After the Rain."
Neil Frankenhauser placed second
and Violet Tinsley third.
Judges for the exhibit were Dr.
Frank Raldansa Jr., assistant professor of English; Everett Haycock, artist-teacher at Ohio Wesleyan University; and Ronald
Penkoff, artist-teacher at Ball
State Teachers College, Muncie,
Ind.

The Student Orientation Board,
at its April 23 meeting, announced
that there will be 112 orientation
leaders, and 20 special activities
leaders, to help introduce the approximately 2,600 freshman expected this fall.
In addition, there will be 33 alternates, making a total of 165
.tudent orientation leaders. The
freshmen will be divided into 56
groups.
The "Leader Meter," a gettogether for all selected student
orientation leaders, will be Monday, May 16.

Pilots To Compete
In National Contest
For Precision Fliers
Four University Flying Club
members are entered in precision
flying competition at the National
Intercollegiate Flying Association
Air Meet, to be held at Ohio State
University
Airport,
Thursday
through Saturday, May 12 through
14.
Ed Carpenter, Jerry Coaley.
John (Jest, and Carl Schwobel w II
represent Bowling Green at the
meet. They will be flying against
college pilots from all over the
United States.
The competitive program will
consist of precision power-on and
power-off landings, cross-country
navigation, aerial bombing, and
safety procedures.
The local pilots will be using a
Cessna aircraft, which is being
supplied by Vernon Vick, University Airport manager, for the contest.
Ohio also will be represented at
the meet by flying clubs from the
University of Cincinnati. Fenn
College, Kent State University,
and Ohio State University. The
local entrants are achedulcd to
leave for Columbus from the University Airport on Poe Road at
S p.m., May 12.
Prises and trophies will be
awarded at the end of the meet
to the club and individual pilot
with the highest total score. The
competition is to be judged and
evaluated by Federal Aviation
Agency authorities.
Consisting of more than 100
member clubs, the NIFA waa organised to foster the growth of
college flying and to advance aviation education through the application of skill and safety In sports
competition.

Youth Forum Follow-Up
Features Dr. Canton

To Head Orientation

Kissing Games Are
Subject Of Study

AWARDS roll AHTBT—Oeorot Koch Is shown bar* with several ol his
•nlrlti In ih. art exhibit. He received a Brat place la the ceramics division lor
"Blue sowl II" and a first place la the fabric deslan contest with 'Tye Dye II."

Annual Speech Dessert
Is Setting For Awards
"We had the largest attendance
ever at the annual speech dessert
last Wednesday night. Two hundred twenty-five students, faculty,
anil administrative staff members
attended," said Dr. Donald C.
Kleckner, chairman of the speech
department.
"The theme was the national
political convention, and each of
the honorariea and activities presenting awards was referred to as
a 'delegation.' I waH the 'keynote
speaker'," he added.
Dr. Kleckner, speaking on "Progress is Our Moat Important Product," stated that no student, no
matter how successful he may be
in dramatics, debate, radio and
TV, or speech and hearing therapy,
shuuld ever bt satisfied with his
achievements. He should continually strive for progress.
The surprise place cards of the
evening were the new 16-page
speech department brochures.
Following the awards (winners
wete listed in Friday's paper). The
Philip Wesley Miles Memorial Gift
was presented to the department.
Philip Wesley Miles was an outstanding speech student here in the

1940s. He died in I960. In his memory, his family haa presented to
the speech department the complete scores, libretti, and recordings of all the musical comedies of
this century.
Mr. Miles' sister, Mrs .Shirley
O'Donnell, came from New York
to make the presentation.

Cordova Stresses
'Back Party Policy'
Carlos Cordova, Wood County
Democratic chairman, spoke to the
Young Democrats Club May 2 in
the Croghan Room of the Union.
Speaking informally, Mr. Cordova stressed the importance of
the precinct in government organization. He also stated that everyone should support his party
throughout the year, not just during elections.
In a previous story announcing
the election of officers, the office
of treasurer was omitted. Gary
Abramson was elected treasurer.

SEE US
FOR A WIDE ASSORTMENT
OF
ESTERBROOK PENS

Special 50th
Anniversary Section
Coming May 79

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
-IN THE UNION—

Do %u Think IbrYburself?
(PUT THIS QUIZ IN YOUR THINK-TANK AND SEE WHAT DEVELOPS*)

SHOE

SHOP
111 tour* Mala St.

GARMENTS HOME!
Ask About Our Summer Storage Plan.
Only $1.95 (Cleaning Extra) Stores Your
CompUto Wardrobe Till Next September
As yea finish weartne each garment for the season, bring It In. II
will be cleaned, mothproofed and placed In ear safe fireproof storage
vault. Next September when you return to school your garments w»l
Owe be freshly pressed and finished. Pay next falll
Alternate plan — Pick up a big roomy storage box at our •tore.
Put all your bulky winter and school clothes In It, Our driver will pick
up the filled box at your dorm or house when ready.

MAX GRAEBER

A total of 126 persons attended
the conference. Sixty-seven were
under 21 and 59 were adults.

CHURCH

TAKE YOUR HEAVY WINTER

A talac choice for the man who prizes
food looks as well a* comfort—this Arrow
knit shirt with custom detailing. Sea our
many handsome models in solid styles or
with contrasting trims. In Ions-wearing
British mah. $4.00.

varied education opportunities to
challenge each individual to realize his full abilities. It called for
the support of local, state, and
federal governments as well as
individuals and businesses. It also
called for a greater recognition of
the teacher as a skilled professional.

Ray Marvin was toastmaster for
the occasion.

DON'T-

Choose from our
Arrow knit shirt collection

The winter issue of "Midwest
Folklore" contains two articles by
Dr. Brian Sutton-Smith, assistant
professor of psychology. The first
is a study of the kissing games of
adolescents in Ohio. Dr. Rutton Smith reviews the changes
which have come about in these
games, nnd discusses the types of
games popular at different age
levels. His data was drawn from
Bowling Green students and from
two high schools in Ohio. His second article, "Some Comments on
the Class Diffusion of Children's
(.ore," is a review in which he
discusses n recording of some Brit
iah children's chants and songs.

The Youth Forum, including the
panel and the audience, passed proposals in conjunction with the
problem of youth at the post-White
House Conference on Children and
Youth held May 3 in the Union.
The local session was a follow-up
on the White House Conference on
Children and Youth recently held
in Washington, D.C.
President Ralph W. McDonald
welcomed the conference group in
an opening address. Dr. Charles
Canton, executive secretary of the
Ohio Committee on Children and
Youth, presented the major talk,
"White House Conference on Children and Youth—1960."
Six work groups met to discuss
youth and community organisations, community health, education,
mental health, and religion. The
following proposals were adopted:
That all youth should have equal
opportunity regardless of ethnic
and racial background. The right
for citizens to protest against social injustice waa affirmed.
The second proposal called for
a re-emphasis of the family unit
as a central force in democracy,
through education of youth within
the family circle and in the schools.
The third proposal provided for

segalls

is vou HAD to write the advertising for a small car, would you say,
(A) "Hard to get into? Man, you don't get into it at all—you put it
on!" Or, (B) "You can park it on a dime—in fact, with most meters
you can park two on a dime." Or, (C) "Gives you more miles to the
gallon because the gauge is set for Imperial gallons."

AD BD CD

FOB * NIW frying pan,
would your advertising say,
(A) "Cooks pancakes in no
time flat. I" Or, (B) "Made
of a new metal that distributes the heat evenly all
over." Or, (C) "Folks, it's
made by us folks who love
t' make folksy fryin' pans
fer good ol' folksy tried
mush."

Thinking men and women know Viceroy
does the job of smoothing the smoke
without killing the taste—gives you a
scientific filter design for the smooth taste
a smoking man wants. Yes, Viceroy is the
thinking man's choice. Viceroy Filters...
has a smoking man's taste. Find it out
for yourself. Try Viceroy!

AO BD CD

•If you have picked (B) in these questions—
you think for yourself!

a Alter cigarette, would you tell customers, (A) "Pay no
attention to the filter, it's
the strong taste that counts
—and it sure is strong!"
Or, (B)" Make up your own
mind about what you want
in a filter cigarette—then
choose the brand that gives
it to you." Or, (C) "That
weak, thin taste you get
tells you our cigarette has
a tight, wadded-up filter."
TO AOVERTISI

AD BD CD
YOURS SELLING, a trip
around the world. Would
you say in your ads, (A)
"Get into orbit, man!" Or,
(B) "See people who look
as crazy to you as you do
to them." Or, (C) "Go now
—Pop wul pay later."

AD

BDcD

THE MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF USUALLY CHOOSES VICEROY

A Thinking Man's Choice—Viceroy Filters
HAS A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

■ *WlTIIW—n TeberwCerf,

